Why Hunt with Kiowa Hunting Service in New Mexico?
 New Mexico is known for its big game populations and its quality of animals
 Kiowa offers both private land and public land hunts. Private land hunts allow you to purchase across the counter
licenses and the public land hunt licenses are by draw.
 Kiowa offers several levels of guided hunts to meet your needs and budget, from our fully guided and accommodated
to a limited 2 day guided hunt, after which you may continue to hunt on your own. These include the use of our
outﬁtter number to apply for the draw which can signiﬁcantly increase your odds of drawing. Please see the following
pages for a full description of the hunts offered.
 Kiowa has been in business for 30 years and maintains a professional relationship with landowners, federal land
agencies and state agencies. Kiowa is licensed by the State of New Mexico and by the public land use agencies upon
whose property we hunt.

Youth Hunts
Youth Discount

10% off the regular
price of the hunt
when accompanied
by a paying adult or
additional youth.
A youth is a person 16
years or younger at the
time of the hunt.

Why Hunt with Kiowa Hunting Service in Colorado?
 Kiowa leases one of the premier elk hunting ranches in Colorado. The ranch is located within GMU 83, one of the few
totally private land game units in the state.
 Kiowa’s ranch provides you the opportunity to hunt for and to take 300 B&C class bulls with riﬂe and archery equipment.
This ranch continually produces this quality of bull.
 Kiowa provides hunts on this ranch for all weapon types, archery and riﬂe.
 Colorado offers across the counter licenses for archery hunts, and two riﬂe hunts, no draw.
 Kiowa’s ranch offers you the opportunity to draw a fourth season riﬂe license with only one preference point. One point
will guarantee you a license, from past history. No preference points will still offer you an excellent opportunity to draw a
tag.
 Kiowa offers you the opportunity to have a quality experience with use of the lodge, guides, catch and release ﬁshing, and
the opportunity to take that “big” bull that you have always thought about.
Please look over the information contained in our brochure. Contact us for all your hunt and draw needs, or if you have
any questions.
Have a Safe and Fun 2018 Hunting Season!

-Kiowa Hunting Service
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New Changes to New Mexico Regulations
The New Mexico Game and Fish Commission recently changed the Guide and Outﬁtter regulation. The new
regulation states that any person drawing a tag or license, by the use of the outﬁtter number, must be accompanied in the
ﬁeld for a minimum of two days. This means that anyone drawing a license utilizing an Outﬁtter Number for the special
pool, must have a guide present and accompanying them for 2 days of their hunt time frame. “Drop camps” and “self
guided” hunts are no longer allowed without 2 days of guiding now, therefore we can no longer offer you “drop camps
or self guided hunts”.
To comply with the new regulation Kiowa Hunting Service will now offer three types of hunts to its customers:
1. Fully Guided and Accommodated Hunts. This was the same hunt that we have always offered and is offered for
most species.
2. Partially Guided and Accommodated Hunts. This hunt is offered for elk and deer and only in units 10, 51 and 52
for all weapon types. This was our old “self guided” hunt, but now with a guide for two days. The guide to hunter ratio
will be equal to the group’s number of applicants on their hunt application.
3. Partially Guided with NO accommodations or meals. This was our old use of the “outﬁtter number” only hunt.
This hunt is offered only for elk and deer hunts. The guide to hunter ratio will be equal to the group’s number of
applicants on their hunt application.
Things have changed to some degree but we have adapted and attempted to keep our prices competitive for our
customers.

ELK

PA RTIA L LY G UIDED

This hunt will allow you to apply for
an elk or deer hunt using the Outﬁtter
Number to increase your odds of drawing

WITH

N O A CCOMMODATIONS

a license. You may apply in any unit that
you would like in the state and we will
provide you with the outﬁtter number
for the draw and a guide for two days of
your hunt. The ratio
of guide to hunters
will be one guide per
the number of hunters
on your application.
The guiding will occur
for everyone, on your
application, at the
same time. There
will be an additional
charge if your party
requests additional
guides, at a smaller
ratio of guides to
hunters. At the time
when we do the
booking contract,
we must list, by
regulation, which
two days of your
hunt that you desire
to be guided. We
furnish nothing for
your hunt except the
use of the Outﬁtter
number to assist
with drawing and
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a guide for two days. This hunt is not
allowed in wilderness areas and must
be in an area where the guide can drive
to your camp, without having to pack
into a location, attempt to ﬁnd you, and
spend a day packing in and packing out.

Partially Guided No accommodations
Hunt Dates

Valid in any hunt, except
wilderness areas

Hunt Prices

1 hunter, guided 2 days:
$1,400 + 8% tax
2-4 hunters, guided 2 days:
$1,200 each + 8% tax
Application Deadline:
March 21, 2018

ELK

PA RTIA L LY G UIDED
P UBLIC L A ND

These hunts are only offered in Game
Management Units 10, 51 and 52 for all
weapons types (riﬂe, muzzleloader and
bow). These hunts are designed for those
hunters who are looking for a quality
hunt, feel conﬁdent about hunting elk on
their own and want a guide for part of
their hunt, and do not want the hassle of
having to bring and set up a camp.
Frequently asked Questions about
Partially Guided hunts:

Public Land Elk Hunts
Hunt Dates

Unit 51, Unit 52, & Unit 10 Archery
Hunts
7 Day Hunts
September 7-13, 2018
September 18-24, 2018
9 Day Hunts
September 6-14, 2018
September 16-24, 2018
Unit 51 Rifle & Muzzleloader Hunts
Rifle: October 6-10, 2018
Rifle: October 13-17, 2018
Rifle: October 20-24, 2018
Muzzleloader: Dec. 1-6, 2018
Unit 52 Rifle & Muzzleloader Hunts
Muzzleloader: Oct. 6-10, 2018
Rifle: October 13-17, 2018
Rifle: October 20-24, 2018

Hunt Prices

Rifle/Muzleloader Elk Only - 5 day
hunts
1 hunter:
$2,200 + 8% tax
2-3 hunters: $2,000 + 8% tax
4+ hunters: $1,800 + 8% tax
Archery Elk Only - 7 or 9 day hunts
1 hunter:
$2,200 or $2,800 + 8% tax
2-3 hunters: $2,000 or $2,500 + 8% tax
4+ hunters: $1,800 or $2,300 + 8% tax
Archery Elk and Mule Deer
Combination - 7 or 9 day hunts
1 hunter:
$2,400 or $3,000 + 8% tax
2-3 hunters: $2,200 or $2,700 + 8% tax
4+ hunters: $2,000 or $2,500 + 8% tax
All prices do not include NM tax.
Application Deadline:
March 21, 2018

A ND A CCOMMODATED
R IFL E , B OW, A ND MUZZL ELOA DER HUNTS

Q: Can I have a camp for only
my group?
A: We do not do this as it is
against regulations to do only drop
camps with no one present to
guide for two days.
Q: I want to be packed into an
area and checked on.
A: We do not do this because if
you or I select the wrong area and
there are no elk, your hunt will
not be successful. Also, by doing
this you have limited yourself to
hunt in an area that you can only
walk into. Your odds of success
are less with this manner instead of being
mobile.
Q: How many people are going to be
in camp?
A: I do not know. These are draw
hunts and it depends on the draw and
how many people draw. The size of
camps differ by area chosen, weapon
types, and seasons.
Q: Tell me about your camp.
A: We set up one camp per unit.
All hunters that are guided or partially
guided are in that camp. You drive out of
camp each time, to different pre-scouted
locations and you are either guided or
you can hunt on your own. We utilize
the whole unit and by being mobile we
increase your success by getting you to
where the elk are.
Q: What does Kiowa furnish?
A: We provide you the outﬁtter
number to increase your odds of drawing
a license. We provide the main camp, tent,
cots, pads, lights, and heat. We provide
the cook, the meals, the snacks, a person
knowledgeable of the area to send you
to where we feel you will ﬁnd elk, and we
guide you for two days and retrieve your
game after you harvest the animal.
Q: What does the hunter provide?
A: The hunter applies for the license,
with our help, personal gear, bedroll,
weapon, transportation to and from camp
and during the hunt. You basically spend
your time hunting... not cooking, washing
dishes, or cleaning up camp.
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HUNTS

The units that we hunt can be
described as follows:
Unit 51 and Unit 52 are located in
North Central New Mexico. Unit 52
is approximately 300,000 acres in size
and Unit 51 is approximately 380,000
acres. Both of these units are in a
roadless/wilderness area that prohibits
off road vehicles and off road trafﬁc
of any type. The areas have numerous
open roads within the unit, often two
to three miles apart, which allows
the hunter access to areas to hunt by
foot. These units have an excellent elk
population and the number of hunters
is controlled, as opposed to Colorado’s
public land units. The odds of drawing
a license are excellent with the outﬁtter
number. These units offer the hunter
easy access, an excellent elk population,
and limited hunting pressure. This is a
public draw unit and it usually offers a
very high opportunity to draw a license
with the use of the outﬁtter number.
Unit 10 - Cibola National Forest
is located south of Grants, New
Mexico and is on the north end of
the Gila range. I consider this unit a
sleeper unit. It has a smaller, but good
population of elk than other units, but
it has the potential to produce for you
with a bull of a lifetime. Due to the
makeup of the unit, Native American
reservations, National monuments
and private land holdings these areas
provide a bull the opportunity to gain
age and consequently size. We have
taken bulls off of this unit that are
greater than 300 B&C and occasionally
one better than 350 B&C.

ELK

GUIDED ELK HUNTS - F ULLY A CCOMMODATED

Carson National Forest
Unit 51 & 52
Hunt Dates

Unit 51 and 52 Archery Hunts
7 Day Hunts
September 7-13, 2018
September 18-24, 2018
9 Day Hunts
September 6-14, 2018
September 16-24, 2018
Unit 51 Rifle & Muzzleloader Hunts
Rifle: October 6-10, 2018
Rifle: October 13-17, 2018
Rifle: October 20-24, 2018
Muzzleloader: Dec. 1-5, 2018
Unit 52 Rifle & Muzzleloader Hunts
Muzzleloader: Oct. 6-10, 2018
Rifle: October 13-17, 2018
Rifle: October 20-24, 2018

Hunt Prices

Archery:
7 Day 2x1: $4,250 + 8% tax
7 Day 1x1: $5,000 + 8% tax
9 Day 2x1: $5,250 + 8% tax
9 Day 1x1: $6,000 + 8% tax
Rifle & Muzzleloader:
2x1:
$4,250 + 8% tax
1x1:
$5,000 + 8% tax
Application Deadline:
March 21, 2018

C A RSON N ATIONA L FOR EST - UNIT 51 & UNIT 52
Unit 51 and Unit 52 are located in
North Central New Mexico. Unit 52
is approximately 300,000 acres in
size and Unit 51 is approximately
380,000 acres. Both of these units
are in a roadless/wilderness area
that prohibits off road vehicles
and off road trafﬁc of any type.
The areas have numerous open
roads within the unit, often
two to three miles apart, which
allows the hunter access to areas
to hunt by foot. These units
have an excellent elk population
and the number of hunters is
controlled, as opposed to most of
Colorado’s public land elk hunts.
The odds of drawing a license
are excellent with the outﬁtter
number. The guides for these
units are very knowledgeable of
the areas and have consistently
produced high success rates for
bow, muzzleloader, and riﬂe.
All of our hunting is done on
foot in these units, except that we offer
horseback hunts in Unit 52. These units
offer the hunter easy access, an excellent
elk population, and limited hunting
pressure. This is a public draw unit and
it usually offers a very high opportunity
to draw a license with the use of the
outﬁtter number.
 The cost of hunt includes: the use
of the Outﬁtter Number for drawing
a license, the appropriate number

of guides, accommodations, meals, courtesy
transportation during the hunt, retrieval of game
and caping for trophy preparation of the animal.
 The hunter is responsible for: applying for
the license, with our help, their personal gear
including bedroll and weapon, and transportation
to and from camp.
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ELK

L INCOLN N ATIONA L FOR EST - UNIT 34, 36,

Hunt Dates

All Gila Units
Archery Hunts - 7 days
September 7-13, 2018
September 18-24, 2018
Rifle, Muzzleloader and MI Hunts
Unit 16A
MI: October 6-10, 2018
Rifle: October 13-17, 2018
October 20-24, 2018
Unit 16C
Youth: October 6-10, 2018
Rifle: October 13-17, 2018
October 20-24, 2018
Unit 16D
MI: October 6-10, 2018
Rifle: October 13-17, 2018
October 20-24, 2018
Unit 16E
Youth: October 6-10, 2018
Rifle: October 13-17, 2018
Unit 23
Youth: October 6-10, 2018
Muzzleloader: Oct. 13-17, 2018
Rifle: October 20-24, 2018
October 20-24, 2018
Hunts are available in any Game
Management unit within the Gila
National Forest, except wilderness
units.

Hunt Prices
2x1:
1x1:

$4,250 + 8% tax
$5,000 + 8% tax

Application Deadline:
March 21, 2018

37

Lincoln National Forest
Units 34, 36, & 37

We offer bow,
muzzleloader and riﬂe hunts
in these units. These units
are known for big bulls and
excellent numbers of elk.
The guides for these units
are very knowledgeable of
the hunt area, are excellent
hunters, and have a history
of getting clients on big
bulls. These are excellent
units, and because of this it
can be very difﬁcult to draw a
tag. These units are extremely

Gila National Forest

A ND

Hunt Dates

Unit 34, 36, and 37 Archery Hunts
7 Day Hunts
September 7-13, 2018
September 18-24, 2018
Unit 34
Rifle, Youth only, or Mobility
Impaired: October 6-10, 2018
Muzzleloader: Oct. 13-17, 2018
Rifle: October 20-24, 2018

popular and are in
high demand by the sportsmen.
A landowner tag in these units will
continually sell for over $5,000.00 each.
This is your opportunity to have a chance
to draw a tag at a reasonable price and have
a guided hunt to go with it for the cost of
the landowner tag. You should make one
of these hunts a minimum of one of your
three choices on your application.
 The cost of the hunt includes:
accommodations, meals, courtesy
transportation during the hunt, retrieval
of the harvested animal, and caping for
trophy preparation of the animal.
 The hunter is responsible for:
applying for the license, with our help,
and their person gear including bedroll
and weapon.

Unit 36
Muzzleloader: Oct. 6-10, 2018
Rifle: October 13-17, 2018
Rifle: October 27-31, 2018
Unit 37
Muzzleloader: Oct. 6-10, 2018
Rifle: October 13-17, 2018

Hunt Prices

Archery
7 Day - 2x1: $4,250 + 8% tax
7 Day - 1x1: $5,000 + 8% tax
Rifle & Muzzleloader
2x1: $4,250 + 8% tax
1x1: $5,000 + 8% tax
Application Deadline:
March 21, 2018

G IL A N ATIONA L FOR EST
Kiowa has expanded its offerings
and are conducting hunts in the
infamous Gila National Forest. We
hunt all units except for 16B and
wilderness areas located within the
units.
These are THE bulls that you hear
about. We hunted last year in the
units and harvested some exceptional
animals. In the past the Kiowa Team
has taken bulls up to 383 and often
take bulls in the 340 and 350 class. This
is a great opportunity to make a Gila
hunt one of your three choices when you
apply this year. Great hunt, great guides
and great bulls.
 The cost of the hunt includes:
Accommodations, meals, courtesy
transportation during the hunt,
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retrieval of the
harvested animal and caping for trophy
preparation of the animal.
 The hunter is responsible for:
applying for the license, with our
help, and their personal gear including
bedroll and weapon.

ELK

C IBOL A N ATIONA L FOR EST - UNIT 10

Cibola National Forest
Unit 10 Elk Hunt
Hunt Dates

Unit 10 Archery Hunts
7 Day Hunts:
September 7-13, 2018
September 18-24, 2018
9 Day Hunts:
September 6-14, 2018
September 16-24, 2018
Unit 10 Rifle & Muzzleloader
Hunts
Muzzleloader: Oct. 6-10, 2018
Rifle: October 13-17, 2018

Hunt Prices

Archery
7 Day - 2x1: $4,250 + 8% tax
7 Day - 1x1: $5,000 + 8% tax
9 Day - 2x1: $5,250 + 8% tax
9 Day - 1x1: $6,000 + 8% tax
Rifle & Muzzleloader
2x1: $4,250 + 8% tax
1x1: $5,000 + 8% tax

This unit is known for big bulls and a
good number of elk. Although the number
of elk in this unit is not as high as in other
units, the size of the unit, the national
monuments and closed areas within the
hunt unit, allow for bulls to gain age and
consequently size. The guides for these
units are very knowledgeable of the hunt
area, are great hunters, and have a history
of getting clients on big bulls. This is an
excellent unit and the odds of drawing
a bow license is over 50% with all
applicants, historically.
 The cost of the hunt includes:
accommodations, meals, courtesy
transportation during the hunt,
retrieval of the harvested animal, and
caping for trophy preparation of the
animal.
 The hunter is responsible for:
applying for the license, with our
help, arriving in camp, personal gear,
weapon, license and stamps, and care for
the animal after it arrives in camp.

Application Deadline:
March 21, 2018

Private Land Elk Hunts

P R IVATE L A ND E LK R IFL E HUNTS
These are Guaranteed License
hunts that occur on private ranches
in New Mexico. We currently offer
hunts in Game Management Units
7 and 10. These ranches have the
potential to produce 300 B&C class
bulls for the hunters. This year we
took exceptional bulls up to 371
B&C on private land.

The cost of the hunt
includes: private landowner
authorization, meals, guide,
accommodations on some hunts,
courtesy transportation during
the hunt, and caping for trophy
preparation of the animal.

The hunter is
responsible for: their personal
gear, weapon, transportation to
the nearest town near the hunt
area or camp, motel costs if
required, and across the counter
NM Elk license.
Hunts begin in early
September with archery and
in early October with riﬂe and
muzzleloader, to take advantage of the
rut and the bugling of the bulls. You
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Hunt Dates

Bow: Sept. 1-14, 2018 OR Sept. 15-24,
2018, any seven days.
Rifle - Any Five Days
Units 7 & 10 - Oct. 1 to Dec. 31, 2018

Hunt Prices
1x1:
2x1:

$6,500 + 8% tax
$5,500 + 8% tax

NO DRAW OR APPLICATION

will be hunting where we know there are
elk. We have a high percentage of shot
opportunity for a hunter to harvest bull
elk. These hunts are not very physical.
Each private land ranch differs by
terrain, elk population, the number
of hunters on the ranch per hunt,
accommodations, and other variables. Call
us and we’ll discuss the options with you
and pair you with a ranch that is suitable
for what kind of hunt you would like.

ELK

This hunt occurs in Southeastern
Colorado in Game Management Unit 83.
This is a great hunt with the potential
of harvesting a once in a lifetime bull.
This is truly a trophy class ranch where
you can take that 300 plus B&C bull.
This hunt does not involve an extensive
amount of walking and as such is more
of a spot and stalk hunt than a physically
challenging hunt. Though not overly
physically challenging, it is still a foot
hunt. You must be able to cover areas to
close the distance to the elk for a shot. It
is a morning and evening hunt and not a
hike the hills all day type of hunt.
In a normal weather year this area
will hold a tremendous number of
bulls. The area hunted is 11,000 plus
acres and runs from sagebrush ﬂats
with wetlands, to timberline and above.
We will hunt this ranch during the
archery seasons, and the second, third,
and fourth riﬂe hunts. The fourth riﬂe
season is by draw only. It normally
takes one preference point to draw but
it is possible to draw the tag with no
points in some years. Bow hunts and
riﬂe seasons two and three are across
the counter licenses. We will take only a
limited number of hunters during these
hunts. Your accommodations will be in

C OLOR A DO P R I VATE L A ND E LK HUNT
the camp lodge. Catch and release trout
ﬁshing, with the appropriate license, is
also available at the ranch lake.
 Cost of hunt includes: guide,
courtesy transportation during
the hunt, private land trespass,
accommodations in the ranch lodge,
meals, trophy preparation of the
animal, and put and take trout ﬁshing.
Airport pickup can be arranged if
ﬂying into Alamosa, Colorado.
 Hunter is responsible for: hunting
license, personal gear, weapon, and
arrival at camp.

Colorado Private
Land Elk Hunt
Hunt Dates

Archery:
September 1-6, 2018
September 9-14, 2018
September 18-23, 2018
Rifle:
October 23-28, 2018 - Across
counter license
November 3-8, 2018 - Across counter
license
November 14-18, 2018 - Draw Only

Hunt Prices
2x1:
1x1:

$8,000 each
$9,000 each

Draw License Deadline:
April 4, 2018

P R IVATE L A ND C OW E LK HUNTS
These are Guaranteed License
hunts that occur on one of the largest
ranches in northeastern New Mexico,
which is 566,000 acres of totally

New Mexico Private
Land Cow Elk
Hunt Dates

Dec. 15, 2018 to Jan. 31, 2019,
everyday but Christmas, any three
consecutive days

Hunt Prices
2x1:
1x1:

$1,600 + 8% tax
$1,800 + 8% tax

NO DRAW OR APPLICATION

private land. We have exclusive
hunting rights on approximately
150,000 acres of the total ranch.
This ranch holds one of the
largest elk herds in the state of
New Mexico, usually counting
around 10,000 animals during
the winter surveys. This is
a truck hunt, it is not a walk
the woods hunt. Most of the
hunting occurs by use of vehicles due to
possible weather conditions, temperatures
and snow cover. We have run a nearly
100% hunter success rate for the last 20+
years. These hunts are modern riﬂe only
and are a VERY popular hunt. You need
to book early to come on this hunt and
be assured of a spot as we will be full by
spring. The earlier you book the better
chance you have to select a date that
works for you. We attempt to only take
three trucks at a time on the ranch, so
three day time frames book up quickly.
The cost of the hunt includes:
Landowner Authorization, guide, courtesy
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transportation during the hunt,
cleaning of the harvested animal,
and transportation of the elk to the
Raton meat processor, or a location
of your choice within the Raton area.
The hunter is responsible
for: their motel, meals, personal
gear, weapon, license, and charges
for skinning and any processing/
handling they request from the
processor.

SHOOTING SCHOOL
The Kiowa Shooting School offers
shooting classes for hunters of all skill
levels based on actual hunting situations.
Whether you are new to the sport, or
have years of experience, our instructors
can help you sharpen and develop
your skills to increase your conﬁdence,
accuracy, and knowledge so that when the
opportunity presents itself you will be
able to make the shot without a problem.
Our classes are held on a private
ranch in central New Mexico, that offers
true hunting environments and not just
shooting at a riﬂe range. Classes are 3
days in length and are a mix of classroom
instruction and range time. Students
can expect to shoot approximately 250
to 300 rounds of ammunition during

Kiowa Shooting School
Call

575-303-6500

Online

kiowashooting.com

those 3 days. Shooters will
gain knowledge and conﬁdence
in their riﬂe, as well as its
capabilities and limits.
Kiowa Shooting will offer
three different types of classes:
Basic Hunter: This class
is for people that are new
to hunting and shooting, or
just want to start over from
the beginning. This Class
will focus on marksmanship
fundamentals such as target
acquisition, breath control,
trigger control, and shooting
from multiple positions.
We will also go through the
basics of ballistics and how
environmental conditions,
such as wind and altitude, effect
bullet ﬂight. Students will gain conﬁdence
in their riﬂe, and themselves to be able
to accurately shoot distances of 300-400
yards.
Intermediate Hunter: This class
is designed for the hunter that has
experience shooting, but wants to expand
their knowledge and hone their skills
to push out their effective shooting
distances. This class will go into a
more in-depth instruction of ballistics,
environmental conditions, optics, as well
as proper bullet and caliber selection.
This class will focus on shooting at
distances ranging from 400-800 yards.
Long Range Hunter: This is for
the hunter that wants to push their limits
to the max. This class focuses on
shooting distances from 600 – 1000
yards. There is an in depth focus
on shooting form, ballistics, optics,
environmental effects, ballistic
coefﬁcients, and other equipment

Email

mike@kiowashooting.com

Price:

$1200
Included: welcome dinner,
continental breakfast, drinks, and
lunches.

Shooter is responsible for: transportation
to range, hotel, dinner, ammo and weapon.
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that a shooter will need to be able to
effectively and consistently shoot at
long distances.
For the Women: This is our Basic
Hunter class but set up speciﬁcally for
women. We are pleased to see that
more and more women are entering
the hunting and shooting community.
This is a class designed to help learn
the basics of shooting or to advance
the skills the shooter all ready has.
This class will focus on how to select
and adjust a riﬂe that ﬁts the shooter,
caliber selection and recoil, shooting
equipment, shooting positions,
ballistics basics, and environmental
effects.

A NTELOPE

Kiowa Hunting Service offers a variety of antelope hunts for the prospective client
with hunts in both Northern and Southern New Mexico. All of our private land
ranches have guaranteed licenses.

N ORTHER N R IFL E A NTELOPE HUNTS
This hunt occurs on private land ranches in Northeastern New Mexico. This hunt is
a spot and stalk type hunt, utilizing vehicles. We have had a 100% success rate on these
hunts for numerous years.
 Cost of the hunt includes: Private land
authorization, meals, camp, guide, private land
access, courtesy transportation during the hunt,
and trophy preparation of the harvested animal.
 The hunter is responsible for: transportation
to and from camp, motel accommodations if
desired, personal gear, weapon and cost of the
license.

Northern Rifle Antelope
Hunt Dates

August 25 to September 8, any
three days but must include a
weekend

Hunt Prices
2x1:
1x1:

$2,950 + 8% tax
$3,500 + 8% tax

NO DRAW OR APPLICATION

S OUTHER N R IFL E A NTELOPE HUNTS
Southern Rifle Antelope
Hunt Dates

October 6-8, 2018

Hunt Prices
2x1:
1x1:

$2,950 + 8% tax
$3,500 + 8% tax

NO DRAW OR APPLICATION

This hunt occurs in south central New Mexico. The
hunt occurs on a private ranch, with approximately
76,000 acres of antelope habitat. We have a 100%
success rate on this hunt for twenty years. We
continually take B&C qualifying antelope on this
ranch. The hunt is a spot and stalk type hunt,
utilizing vehicles. This ranch holds hundreds of
antelope as substantiated by annual population
counts. Our management program calls for us to
harvest no more than 15% of our buck population.
 Cost of the hunt includes: Private land authorization, meals, motel
accommodations, guide, private land access and trophy preparation of the animal.
 The hunter is responsible for: transportation to and from Vaughn, New
Mexico, personal gear and weapon, and cost of the license.

BARBARY SHEEP

P UBLIC L A ND BA R BA RY S HEEP (A OUDA D) HUNT
This hunt is for free ranging Barbary Sheep
(Aoudad) in New Mexico. It is an excellent hunt
for excellent animals. This is a park the vehicle and
hike style hunt and the vehicle is seldom seen again
until dark. This is a physically challenging hunt,
with numerous miles of walking done each day.
 Cost of the hunt includes: courtesy
transportation during the hunt, drinks, snacks, and
lunches during the hunt.
 The hunter is responsible for: travel to
Roswell, New Mexico, motel accommodations,
meals, personal gear, and licenses. Hunters should
bring comfortable day packs to carry water,
storm clothing and other personal items.
Public land licenses are by draw.
The odds of drawing this tag, utilizing an outﬁtter
number was excellent in 2017.
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Public Land Barbary Sheep
Hunt Dates

February 1-28, 2019 any 4
consecutive days, but must include
a weekend.

Hunt Prices

2x1: $3,000 + 8% tax
1x1: $3,500 + 8% tax
Application Deadline:
March 21, 2018

MULE DEER

This hunt is located out
of Vaughn, New Mexico on
the Vicente Ranch. This ranch is
78,000 acres in size and has a mixture
of antelope and deer habitat. The
elevation on the ranch is approximately
6,000 feet. The area is a mixture of
Pinon/Juniper, Ponderosa Pine, and
high desert grasslands. We have hunted
and managed this ranch since 1991 and
we have consistently had an excellent
success rate on mature mule deer on
this ranch. The ranch has continually
produced deer into the 180 and 190
class, with the possibility of that type of

R UT & P R E R UT MUL E D EER HUNT

deer being there for your hunt.
Kiowa Hunting Service has enrolled
the Vicente Ranch in the New Mexico
Department of Game and Fish’s Deer
Enhancement Program. Because of this
program, Kiowa has received a special
set of permits that can be used outside
of the normal deer hunting season dates
set by the state. We receive one set of
permits that we can use from September
30 to December 15, 2018, and another
set that can be used from December 16,
2018 to January 31, 2019. With the peak
of the mule deer rut normally occurring
in mid to late December,
we are able to offer a very
rare opportunity to our
hunters. These hunts are
going to be exceptional,
occurring during the mule
deer rut, where we can
utilize riﬂes, with across
the counter licenses.
These hunts are ﬁve days
in length and limited in
the number of hunters
for each hunt. Our PreRut hunts will have a
maximum of seven (7)
hunters on the ranch.

S A NDHIL LS MUL E D EER HUNT - UNIT 33

Sandhills Mule Deer
Unit 33
Hunt Dates

November 3-7, 2018
November 17-21, 2018

Hunt Prices
2x1:
1x1:

$3,500 + tax
$4,000 + tax

Application Deadline:
March 21, 2018

These riﬂe hunts take place on
public land in the Mescalero Sands east of
Roswell, NM. This unit is well known in
New Mexico for having large trophy bucks
and is identiﬁed by the NMDGF as a quality
unit. The guides have taken several bucks
that scored over 200 B&C. Even though the
population is not large, the area lends itself
to producing large bucks due to the sandhill
topography and limited access. Spot and
stalk is the key, with a lot of time behind
the binoculars and spotting scope.
 The cost of the hunt includes: meals
during the hunt, courtesy transportation
during the hunt, guide, caping of the
animal for trophy preparation,.
 The hunter is responsible for: their
license and stamps, personal gear,
weapon, motel costs, extra meals,
and transportation to Roswell, New
Mexico.
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Our Rut Hunts will have a maximum of
two (2) hunters on the ranch.
 The cost of the hunt includes:
meals, courtesy transportation during
the hunt, guide, and caping for trophy
preparation of the animal.
 The hunter is responsible for: their
license, personal gear, weapon, motel
costs and transportation to and from
the camp.

Pre-Rut & Rut Mule Deer
Pre-Rut Hunt Dates

Any five (5) days from September
30, 2017 to December 15, 2018

Pre-Rut Hunt Prices
2x1:
1x1:

$4,500 plus 8% sales tax
$5,250 plus 8% sales tax

Rut Hunt Dates

Any five (5) days from December
16, 2018 to January 30, 2019

Rut Hunt Prices
1x1:

$6,000 + 8% tax

O L D M EXICO TROPH Y MUL E D EER HUNT

MULE DEER

These hunts are for the giants of
the desert that come from Sonora,
Mexico. They occur between Guaymas
and Hermosillo in Sonora, Mexico.
Hunts are six days in length and are
conducted by walking, vehicle, spot
and stalk, and by hunting water holes.
The hunts are highly successful. These

Old Mexico Mule Deer
Season Dates

November 15, 2018 to February 2,
2019

Hunt Prices

1x1: $10,000
50% up front to book your hunt and
the other 50% 30 days before arrival

mule deer are what the average American
mule deer hunter can only dream of.
Everything is included in this package
from the time you arrive in Mexico
until you depart. You are responsible
for arriving in Hermosillo, Mexico,
personal gear and weapon, and
gratuities.
This hunt can also be modiﬁed to
allow for two mule deer or a mule
deer and a Coues Whitetail. It can
also be combined with a vacation for
your signiﬁcant other, lounging on
the beaches of San Carlos and enjoy
the resort town. It was voted the
Best Ocean View in the World out
of 500, and is # 1 of the Top 10
list by National Geographic.
Mexico is a safe destination
in the interior. Do not be wary
about visiting. In the years that

C OUES DEER

N EW M EXICO

A ND

we have been doing these hunts we have
never had anything remotely close to any
incident. This is the hunt and vacation
that you really will want to come back to
each year.

O L D M EXICO W HITE -TA IL C OUES D EER

The White-tailed Coues Deer is a sub
species of White-tailed Deer. The majesty
of the Sierra Madre mountains in the east
part of Sonora and the Bootheel Mountains
of New Mexico makes the perfect range
for this exclusive White-tailed Coues Deer.
For the past three years in Mexico we have
consistently killed deer that are 100” B&C
and up with a combined average of 115”
B&C.
Five full day hunt package includes:
1x1 guide, accommodations, all meals,

Old Mexico & New Mexico
Coues Deer
Season Dates

Old Mexico: November to
December 2018
New Mexico: Season dates
depend on the hunt unit

Hunt Prices
1x1:
2x1:

$5,000
$4,250
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ground transportation during the hunt. In
Mexico the cost of the hunt also includes
airport pickup at Guaymas or Hermosillo
Airport, transportation to all hunting areas,
hunting license/tag, gun permits, and ﬁeld
care of trophy.
Price does not include: Air
transportation, imported liquor (however you
can bring your own) and gratuities to guide
and cook.

ORY X /GEMSBOK

Kiowa Hunting Service offers
hunts for free ranging Oryx
(Gemsbok) on White Sands Missile
Range (WSMR) and also on McGregor
Range. We are one of the few licensed
outﬁtters operating on both of the ranges
and have been there since outﬁtters were
legally allowed on WSMR. The WSMR
and the McGregor Range hunts are public
land hunts and the licenses are allocated
by drawing. There are numerous hunts to
apply for on the WSMR hunts beginning
in September of 2018 and run through
February of 2019. McGregor Range

P UBLIC L A ND HUNTS

hunts are normally in December or
January. WSMR hunts are three days
hunts and McGregor Range hunts are
two day hunts.
WSMR hunts are once in a lifetime
while McGregor Range hunts are not.
If you have already hunted on WSMR
then you can trophy hunt again on
McGregor Range. The other option
for someone that has held a WSMR
permit is to apply for the broken horn
hunt on WSMR.
We offer two hunt packages for the
Public hunts:
All Inclusive Package:
 Transportation to the hunt area
from motel and transportation
during the hunt utilizing our
vehicles.
 Motel accommodations, 1x1 hunt
single occupancy, 2x1 hunt double
occupancy.
 All meals and snacks from the
night before the hunt to the end of
the hunt.
 Guide for either a 1x1 or 2x1 hunt
 Trophy preparation (caping) by
a taxidermist at the gate ($120.00
value)

No-Frills Package:
 Transportation to the hunt area
from motel and transportation
during the hunt utilizing our
vehicles. Lunch day meal and all
snacks and drinks during the hunt
 Hunter is responsible for own
accommodations, meals, and cost
of trophy preparation if desired.
 Guide for either a 1x1 or 2x1 hunt

Public Land Oryx
(Gemsbok)
White Sands Hunt Dates

Any weapon: Sept. 2018 - Feb. 2019

McGregor Range Hunt Dates

Two day hunts: one in December,
one in January

Hunt Prices

Inclusive Package:
2x1: $1,500 + 8% tax
1x1: $2,250 + 8% tax
No Frills Package:
2x1: $1,250 + 8% tax
1x1: $1,800 + 8% tax
Application Deadline:
March 21, 2018

BIGHORN SHEEP

New Mexico’s desert bighorn sheep are doing well. We can conduct
hunts on any Bighorn Sheep area that you would like to apply for. We have
the staff that is familiar with the hunt areas and can provide you with an
excellent hunt and successful hunt.
Cost of the hunt will include: Outﬁtter number and assistance in
applying for the license in the draw, daytime meals and snacks, courtesy
transportation during the hunt, guide and
spotter service, trophy preparation of your
animal and retrieval of the animal.

Bighorn Sheep
Hunt Prices

The hunter is responsible for:
Transportation to the nearest agreed upon
town, motel, morning and evening meals,
personal gear, weapon, etc. and the cost of
the license.

7-Day Hunt: $6,500 + tax
Season dates depend on Unit and
range from August through March.
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I BEX

New Mexico is the only place in the
Western Hemisphere where you can hunt
free ranging pure blood Persian ibex.
They are not domestic goat cross-breeds
and they are not inside high fences.
The staff of Kiowa Hunting Service
has 34 years and over 2,000 man-days of
experience hunting the ibex. The Kiowa
team has four times as many ibex entries
in the SCI record book as all the other
currently active outﬁtters combined. The
book shows we consistently take larger
billies than our competition during the
bow hunts.
If you are a non-resident adult and are
a competent bow hunter, please consider
this:
Based on the very low 2017 draw
odds for either the modern riﬂe or
muzzleloader trophy ibex hunts, you are
at least 35 times as likely to draw the
October bow tag or 14 times as likely to

Ibex
Hunt Dates

Choose any 5 days
Rifle: November 15-29, 2018
Youth Hunt: Dec. 27, 2018 to Jan. 10,
2019
Archery: October 1-15, 2018
January 15-29, 2019
Muzzleloader: December 6-20, 2018

Hunt Prices

$5,500 + tax for any five days
Additional days may be booked

P UBLIC L A ND B EZOA R (P ERSIA N) I BEX HUNTS

draw the January bow
tag if you include one
or both of the archery
hunts as a second
and/or third choice
when you apply with
the Kiowa Outﬁtter
Number. Then
using Kiowa’s high
archery success rates
during the two most
recently completed
license years, you
could kill at least
5 billies with your
bow before you
even get drawn for
a ﬁrearms license.
(only the riﬂe ibex
hunt is a once in a lifetime draw)
Our high success on the hunts is due
to stratigies we have developed from
decades of analysis of ibex behavior
and speciﬁcally their different behaviors
during each type of hunt along with
differences due to weather changes. As
of December 2017 the SCI record book
credits our management and guide staff
with bow kills numbered 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 14,
15 and 16. We took number 14 in 2014,
number 5 in 2015 and number 3 in 2017.
Only numbers 12 and 19 are credited to
other outﬁtters. Across all record book
weapon catagories we have exactly 80%
of the New Mexico ibex entries that are
credited to currently operating outﬁtting
companies. That is why people choose to
hunt with Kiowa.
The ibex inhabit public land on the
scenic Florida Mountains from just above
7000 feet down to the desert shrub at the
base. The herd is currently
slightly over populated at
about 800 animals, with
a sustainable portion of
mature billies. In fact,
the SCI records show
that the highest scoring
riﬂe killed and bow killed
billies worldwide came
from New Mexico. A
mounted billy is a stand
out in anyone’s trophy
room. Our success is well
above 90% with riﬂe and
muzzle loader. Since our
ﬁrst bow ibex kill in 1988
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Archer y SCI

our archery success is right at 22% which
is more than four times as high as the
average success for bow ibex hunters.
Hunts occur from October through
January with a youth hunt during the
school Christmas break. Licenses are
issued by drawing. On average a nonresident is about 2 ½ times more likely to
draw if he uses our outﬁtter number on
his application. Not surprisingly, the bow
tags are the easiest to draw. Most of our
bow kills are at ranges under 70 yards and
usually in the 35 to 40 yard range. You
must come prepared to shoot out to 60
and 70 yards for your best chance for a
successful hunt. The two billies pictured
on this page are from our recent hunts.
Cost of hunt includes: Use of our
outﬁtter number on your application,
hot breakfasts and evening meals in
comfortable surroundings plus snacks &
drinks to carry, courtesy transportation
during the hunt, the most experienced
ibex guides & spotters in New Mexico,
assistance with retrieval of your animal,
and caping for trophy preparation.
The hunter is responsible for:
Applying for the license with our help,
lodging, a daypack, hunting gear and
transportation to and from the hunt near
Deming, NM.

TURKEY

Our hunts for turkey occur on
private land in Quay and San Miguel
Counties, New Mexico. The ranch
habitat is creek bottoms and Pinon/
Juniper terrain. It holds a large and
growing population of turkey. This hunt
area has a two bearded bird limit. This
hunt is also limited to no more than two
hunters per hunt.
The cost of the hunt includes:
meals, appropriate number of guides,
courtesy transportation during the hunt,
and cleaning of the birds.
The hunter is responsible for:
their license, motel accommodations,
personal gear, weapon and
transportation to and from the camp.

Merriam Turkey
Hunt Dates

April 15 to 26, 2018, any 3 days

Hunt Prices

2x1: $1,000 + 8% tax
1x1: $1,300 + 8% tax
Additional days: $300 each day/
person

Bag Limit

Two bearded birds/person

WHERE WE HUNT

Kiowa Hunting Service takes you to unique and exciting locations throughout New Mexico and Colorado.
Enjoy the stunning scenery and varied terrain as you hunt.
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Cow Elk - Private
Elk - Private, Colorado
Elk - Unit 52 Public
Elk - Unit 51 Public
Elk - Private
Elk - Unit 7 Private
Elk - Unit 10 Public
Coues Deer & Desert Bighorn Sheep
Ibex - Public
Desert Bighorn Sheep
Oryx - McGregor Range
Oryx - Rhodes Canyon
Oryx - Stallion Range
Elk - Unit 34 Public
Elk - Unit 36 Public
Elk - Unit 37 Public
Aoudad/Barbary Sheep
Mule Deer - Unit 33 Public
Antelope/Mule Deer - Private
Turkey - Private

HUNTING SERVICES
RATON, NEW MEXICO

P.O. Box 428
Raton, New Mexico 87740
Phone: 575-445-9330 Fax: 575-445-0116
Cell: 575-779-5220

We Proudly
Accept
P

R EFER ENCES

®
®

All references are past hunters, both successful and unsuccessful. For additional
references please visit our website at www.kiowahunting.com or contact us.

John Swan
Phoenix, AZ
602-818-1115
Private Land Elk,
Antelope, Oryx
Keith Salmon
Middleville, MI
616-291-7187
Public & Colorado Elk
Larry Hunt
Placerville, CA
916-698-5469
Ibex, Elk, Mule Deer
Dale Gaugler
Grantsville, MD
610-909-6000
Ibex Bow

®

®

Ronald Ford
Flint, TX
281-732-1720
Colorado Elk

Rodry Davis
Grandprairie, TX
817-239-4431
Public Land Elk

Tommy Youngblood
Birmingham, AL
205-531-4375
Public Elk Rifle

John Finch
Canton, MI
313-550-8600
Oryx

Robert Johnston
Ramah, NM
505-495-9050
Bow Ibex

Darryl Wall
San Antonio, TX
575-441-9704
Public Land Elk

Steve Crowe
Waxahachie, TX
972-977-5412
Public Elk Archery

Brian Van Ryn
Schererville, IN
219-512-2956
Public Elk Rifle

Roy Stone
Clovis, NM
931-267-8781
Bighorn Sheep

Michael Cudlip
Victor, NY
585-746-8132
Oryx & Cow Elk

Jim Tutt
Longview, TX
903-738-5557
Public Land Elk

Dale Vaughn
Ovilla, TX
214-675-1891
Public Elk Archery

Andrew Sullivan
San Francisco, CA
415-730-1526
Cow Elk, Antelope

Geoffrey Humphers
Stonewall, OK
580-235-5750
Private Land Elk

Tom Huff
Chelmsfor, MA
508-723-4439
Public Land Elk

Bob Frazier
Moultonborough, NH
603-496-2862
Public Land Elk

David Hart
Elkhart, TX
210-861-8111
Public Elk Rifle

Darrin Care
Sarasota, FL
841-915-6288
Aoudad, Antelope

Richard Churchley
Grand Junction, CO
970-242-6166
Colorado Elk

We would like to welcome you to quality hunts with Kiowa Hunting Service. We
have been in the hunting business for over 30 years and continue to expand to meet
your hunting expectations. Kiowa Hunting Service is a full service organization.
Whether you are looking for big game, exotics, or turkey we can help you collect that
special mount for your wall.

